Client Testimonial

“I would like to say that you were all very helpful. It wasn’t the easiest of
installations but everything has been put together excellently. It looks fab and
we are the envy of our neighbours. Thank you for your professional, polite,
tidy and clean workmanship – your guys were excellent.”
Overview
The transformation of two
separate areas with a Renson
Louvered Canopy and an Outdoor
Kitchen maximised the potential
for entertaining and relaxing for
this client.
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Background
This client has a large roof terrace
leading out from his kitchen and wished
to develop this into a permanent
dining area to indulge his love of BBQs
and alfresco dining.
The client also wanted to create a
shaded area over existing patio for a
relaxed seating area leading out from
the main indoor entertaining space.

Proposal - Renson Louvered Canopy over patio
The client needed a shade solution for his existing patio. The use of this valuable
space was hampered by the direct sunlight received on the patio and glass doors of
their lounge.
A Renson Louvered Canopy was the ideal solution for this - their reputation for
bringing the highest quality materials and workmanship to the sun protection
market made them the first choice for our client.

To create a relaxing space that can be used at all
times of the day we recommended a Heat Beam
with infrared heaters, LED lights inside the frame
for a dimmable warm glow and a rain sensor to
provide immediate patio coverage, and a remote
control for ease of use.
The client selected RAL 7040 as the frame colour,
providing a classic grey finish against the existing
property.
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Proposal - Outdoor Kitchen on roof terrace
Our client had a fantastic decked roof terrace with direct links to the indoor kitchen.
Already elegantly styled with topiary, lighting and dining furniture, the client wanted
to add a built-in BBQ for a more social entertaining space.

We recommended an “L shape” outdoor kitchen at one end of the terrace,
encompassing a Fire Magic Echelon 660 gas BBQ with rotisserie and backburner,
a side burner and an outdoor fridge. We also recommended to the client inclusion of a
wood-fired pizza oven - a great addition when creating a fun and interactive cooking
area. For this design we allowed for the client to face his guests when operating the
BBQ, leaving an open worksurface to one side, ensuring guest interactions are
maximised.

Build
With the garden and roof terrace already finished to a high standard it was
important that in areas with restricted access extra care was taken when moving
materials. As such all materials for the Outdoor Kitchen on the roof terrace were
hand carried upstairs with appropriate coverings laid down over the existing
decking. The customer used a third party renderer to create a render effect to match
the rest of the property, and the project was timescaled to allow for third party
completion before we returned to install the Outdoor Kitchen equipment.

The Renson Louvered Canopy is located at the back of the property that required
access down steps. With the long beams of the Renson to be accommodated materials
were again hand carried to ensure minimal disruption to the established garden.
Rather than blocking any of the existing glass doors, the Renson Louvered Canopy
was wall mounted with two front pillars to create the overall covered effect.
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Product Portfolio
Renson Camargue with Heat Bar,
LED Lights and Rain Sensor

Fire Magic Echelon 660i with
Rotisserie and Backburner

Alfa Pizza 5 Minuti Wood-Fired
Pizza Oven

Fire Magic Echelon Double Side
Burner
Fire Magic Double Doors with
Dual Drawers

Fire Magic Single Access Door
Blastcool Outdoor Fridge
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